Introduction
[2] Pluto's atmosphere was first detected in 1988 during stellar occultation (reviewed by Yelle and Elliot [1997] ). Ground-based, airborne, and Earth-orbiting telescopes have revealed a diverse frost-covered surface ranging from ''darker than coal'' to ''brighter than snow'' [Buie et al., 1997] . It is expected that solar radiation causes the surface frosts to evaporate and form an atmosphere. Surface spectroscopy of Pluto has revealed Methane (CH 4 ) [Cruikshank et al., 1976] , and more recently, Owen et al. [1993] have detected N 2 and CO on the surface. Atmospheric spectroscopy during stellar occultation has revealed clear CH 4 absorption features; however, Young et al. [1997] concluded that CH 4 is not the dominant constituent. Young et al. [2001] confirmed that CO is also a minor species, and concluded that, based on surface ice abundances, N 2 may be the dominant species (though no direct detection has been made). Furthermore, the Voyager 2 flyby in 1989 showed that Triton, Pluto's cousin, has an atmosphere that is predominantly N 2 . Pluto's low gravity implies that the atmosphere is only weakly bound and thus a significant neutral escape rate can exist [Hunten and Watson, 1982] .
[3] Photoionization of escaping neutral molecules from Pluto's atmosphere provides mass loading near Pluto and alters the solar wind flow [Bagenal and McNutt, 1989] . For large escape rates, the interaction may be best described as ''comet-like'' with significant mass loading over an extensive region while for small escape rates the interaction may be confined to a region closer to the planet in a ''Venuslike'' interaction [Luhmann et al., 1991] where currents in the gravitationally bound ionosphere deflect the solar wind flow. A weak interplanetary magnetic field at 30 AU (see Table 1 ) means that ion kinetic effects are crucial in describing both scenarios due to the large pickup ion gyroradius and the large turning distance for the solar wind protons [Kecskemety and Cravens, 1993] .
[4] The exact nature of the plasma interaction is critically dependent on the hydrodynamic escape rate of the atmosphere from Pluto's weak gravity. Escaping neutrals eventually photoionize (or, less likely, suffer an ionizing collision). This freshly ionized mass loads the solar wind and thus modifies solar wind flow through the electrodynamic interaction. Estimates of Pluto's atmospheric escape rate vary by over two orders of magnitude: Krasnopolsky [1999] [Bagenal and McNutt, 1989] .
[5] At the lowest escape rates, the plasma interaction may be similar to the solar/wind asteroid interaction described by Wang and Kivelson [1996] , Omidi et al. [2002] , and BlancoCano et al. [2003] . If the dimensions of the obstacle are small compared to the ion inertial length, then the interaction is mediated by the whistler mode. Comparison of Galileo observations of asteroid-associated perturbations with numerical models confirm the whistler mode interaction. Magnetohydrodynamic shock waves are absent with small obstacles as compressional waves can only exist on size scales larger than the ion inertial length. Pluto represents a possible intermediate case if the interaction region is limited to a region close to the planet as the solar wind proton inertial length is roughly 2 R P .
[6] Previous modeling efforts of weakly outgassing (i.e., production rates, Q $ 10 27 s
À1
) bodies (e.g., comets) has been considered by several authors using two-dimensional, two-ion fluid and/or hybrid simulations [Harold and Hassam, 1994; Bogdanov et al., 1996; Sauer et al., 1997; Hopcroft and Chapman, 2001] . All of these papers demonstrated the formation of asymmetric plasma structures. Sauer et al. [1997] specifically investigated the Pluto plasma interaction with two-dimensional models for Q > GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH LETTERS, VOL. 31, L04807, doi:10.1029 /2003GL018122, 2004 Copyright 2004 . While the two-dimensional models provide a good qualitative description of the interaction, the quantitative details of the plasma coupling (i.e., momentum transfer) require three-dimensional models. More recently, Lipatov et al. [2002] performed a three-dimensional hybrid code simulation of the solar wind with weak comets and illustrated the dependence of gas production rates (6.2 Â 10 26 s À1 Q 10 28 s À1 ) on plasma structure; however, these results are applicable to 1 AU where the ions are more strongly magnetized compared to the situation at 30 AU where the interplanetary magnetic field is very weak and the solar wind is tenuous.
[7] The goal of this paper is to explore the nature Pluto's interaction with the solar wind in the limit of low atmospheric escape ($10 25 s
) using a three-dimensional hybrid code and to understand how the three-dimensional geometry of the interaction region can serve as a diagnostic of Pluto's escaping atmosphere. A hybrid code is a reasonable approach for a system with size scales ranging from the ion inertial length of the solar wind protons ($2 R P ) to the pickup ion (N 2 + ) gyroradius (100s R P ). The pickup ions and solar wind protons are treated as fully kinetic particles and the electrons as a massless fluid given that the electron inertial length is small ($50 km) compared to the gradient scale lengths of the extensive interaction region. A key advantage of our kinetic approach is that particle distribution functions can be generated from the model output that will aid instrument development for the New Horizons mission to Pluto. The hybrid code used in this study was first proposed by Harned [1982] , and the particular algorithms for our code were developed by Swift [1995 Swift [ , 1996 , and Delamere et al. [1999] . The code assumes quasi-neutrality, and is non-radiative.
Pluto's Plasma Source
[8] Photoionization is assumed to be the dominant neutral loss mechanism. Thus, the neutral cloud evolution and the plasma interaction can be treated separately. The plasma production rate is based on the steady-state neutral cloud density. For isotropic neutral escape, the number of neutrals, N n , as a function of radius is
where v esc is the neutral escape velocity (0.4 km/s), and t is the photoionization time constant (1.2 Â 10 9 s). The number of neutrals in steady state contained within a spherical shell at a distance r is
Equations 1 and 2 were solved numerically to determine a steady state solution which determined N n (0). The volumetric plasma production rates are determined from the photoionization loss of neutrals, or
where N n (r) is the steady state radial neutral distribution and V(r) is the volume of a shell at a distance r from Pluto with width dr.
Simulation
[9] The simulation was performed on a three-dimensional grid with 63 Â 65 Â 31 grid cells with unit grid size of one ion inertial length, c/w pi $ 2200 km $ 2 R P (where R P = radius of Pluto = 1150 km). The solar wind conditions are shown in Table 1 . The pickup ion mass used for the simulation, however, was reduced to 10 m p for the sake of computational feasibility. Note that the qualitative behavior of the interaction region is not critically dependent on the pickup ion mass provided that the pickup gryoradius is much larger than the size of the interaction region. The solar wind flow direction was assumed to be perpendicular to the interplanetary magnetic field. Thus the simulation coordinate system is defined by the direction to the sun, x, such that the solar wind flow direction is in the x direction, z is the direction of the interplanetary magnetic field, and y completes the right handed coordinate system. The geometry of the subsequent ion motions are shown in Figure 1 where the pickup ions move initially in the direction of the electric field and the protons are deflected in the Ày direction consistent with momentum conservation.
[10] The solar wind protons were initialized with a Monte Carlo algorithm to achieve a 450 km/s directed velocity and a Maxwellian gyrational velocity based on T sw = 1.0 eV. A sufficient number of macro particles were initialized to ensure at least 10 particles per grid cell. The pickup ions were initialized as cold particles based on the ion production rates given in equation 3.
[11] The boundary conditions are periodic in the y and z directions. The upstream and downstream boundaries in the x direction allowed for particle inflow and outflow respectively. The inflow boundary ensured unperturbed solar wind conditions incident on Pluto's interaction region. The simulation was run for one transit time of the solar wind flow across the simulation domain. A steady state interaction was established based on an analysis of the momentum transfer rates to a cubic volume centered on Pluto with sides of length 10 Â (c/w pi ) $ 22,000 km. The wake region may still contain artifacts from start-up transients and we will explore the steady-state wake configuration in future efforts. , and an ionization time constant, t = 1.2 Â 10 9 s. This neutral escape rate is the lower limit of modeled escape rates [i.e., Krasnopolsky, 1999, McNutt, private comm.] . As a result, the simulated obstacle represents the limiting case of a small interaction volume. We expect a larger interaction volume to exhibit, at least qualitatively, the asymmetric features seen in these results until the size of the interaction region becomes comparable to the ion gyroradius.
Results and Discussion
[13] Figure 2 illustrates the highly asymmetric density structure in the xy plane (perpendicular to B IMF ), showing a sampling of the pickup ion population (''+'' marks) projected in to the xy plane through the neutral source region (Pluto's diameter indicated at the center). The immediate downstream wake is density depleted, as might be expected for a moon-like interaction, while a densityenhanced ''tail'' of solar wind protons is present only in the Ày direction of the x axis of symmetry. The contours show the ion density (pickup + solar wind) normalized to the upstream solar wind density. The pickup ions move initially in the direction of the solar wind convection electric field (+y) as illustrated in Figure 1 while the solar wind protons are deflected in the Ày direction due to a reduced electric field (stagnated flow) in the interaction region and form a density-enhanced tail. Figure 3 shows the proton temperatures (in eV) which are elevated by roughly 2 orders of magnitude while encountering a shock structure.
[14] The ''bow shock'' is identified by the jump in ion temperature that occurs in the upstream region and along the flank and wake regions. The proton heating in the shock is manifested by a partial ring beam distribution (Àv y half plane) extending slightly into the upstream direction. The lower half of the shock (Ày) is associated with the deflection of the solar wind protons and the boundary is characterized by both temperature and density enhancements (compare Figure 2 with Figure 3 ). The upper half of the shock (+y), on the other hand, does not include a solar wind density enhancement and the downstream, temperatureenhanced region (i.e., T > 20 eV) is much broader with temperatures $20% higher. A clear gap is seen in Figure 3 between the lower and upper regions suggesting that the physical mechanisms responsible for proton heating may be fundamentally different; however, the overall structure suggests that the shock and associated proton heating is likely to be mediated by a magnetosonic wave. The simulation shows that the shock structure evolves as a ''bow wave'' near the flanks (Ày boundary) of the interaction region and slowly moves into the upstream region to form a bow shock as is similar to the modeled bow shock formation at Mars described by Brecht [1997] . The shock ramps up over a scale length $c/w pi as expected for a magnetosonic shock. The density and temperature enhancements for the lower half of the shock are consistent with the Rankine-Hugoniot jump conditions.
Conclusions
[15] A preliminary three-dimensional hybrid simulation of Pluto's interaction with the solar wind has been conducted for the limiting case of small atmospheric neutral escape rates. While large ion gyroradii alone dictate a kinetic approach for studying Pluto, the problem is further complicated by the fact that for very low neutral escape rates (i.e., <10 25 molecules/s) the length scale of the interaction region is comparable with the upstream ion inertial length of the solar wind. In the limiting case of no atmospheric escape, the obstacle to the solar wind flow is $c/w pi $2200 km $2 R P and it may be the case that MHD modes cannot be excited and the interaction is ''whistler mediated''.
[16] We have shown that for the case of a small, but plausible, neutral escape rate the interaction is characterized by substantial asymmetry. The formation of an upstream bow shock in the small escape rate limit suggests that the Pluto interaction is likely to be mediated by MHD modes. Larger neutral escape rates will result in a larger interaction region with qualitatively similar features of asymmetry. Future efforts will focus on the steady-state configuration of the downstream wake region and a careful assessment will be made of the momentum transfer from the solar wind to the pickup region as a function of neutral escape rates, pickup ion mass, and upstream proton inertial lengths (i.e., varying solar wind density).
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